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tion as a foundation for the development of his new empire, he turned to Alcuin of
York to be the head of his palace school and his special adviser on imperial educational
affairs.
The most notable of the efforts by kings and emperors to establish schools under
their jurisdiction was that of Charlemagne, whose political attempts to establish a
strong centralized government were paralleled by his interest in extending education.
He required the clergy to improve their ability to read and write and to raise the level
of their scholarship in general so that they could write good letters, be able to
calculate the date of Easter, and know the grounds of their faith. He thus required
schools for teaching reading to be established where they were absent. Abbots and
priests were to be examined about their educational attainments by their bishops, and
corrupt manuscripts were to be corrected in monastery scriptoria. In response to this
stimulus, Bishop Theodolphus of Orleans ordered his priests to see that schools were
provided in every town or on every feudal manor where children might learn to read
and write without payment of a fee.
In addition to this general stimulation of education for the sake of improving the
religious scholarship of the clergy, Charlemagne recognized that he needed a steady
supply of trained personnel for the administration of his empire. To this end he
revived the palace school at his court in Aachen, which apparently had been estab-
lished as early as the sixth century as a training ground for the priesthood. But now
Charlemagne wanted a different kind of school, one that would train civil servants as
well as church administrators.2
Charlemagne chose Peter of Pisa from north Italy to be the head of his palace
school, but he learned to his chagrin what technical assistance advisers have often
discovered since: Peter was not interested in or capable of doing the job that
Charlemagne wanted done. Peter was interested in teaching the fine points of Latin
composition and literary appreciation, not in training high-level manpower.
Charemagne kept Peter on as an adornment to the intellectual life of his court, but he
called in Alcuin in 782 to run his school and to be his adviser on educational
development.
Alcuin proved to be as happy a choice as a technical adviser as Peter had been
unfortunate. Education was finally recognized as being too important to be left to the
odd moments of a preoccupied clergyman beset by all the tasks of running a church. It
had to be turned over to a full-time professional. Alcuin, working at the task for
fourteen years, was able to make considerable headway in developing a priesthood that
had practical competence in using Latin. He wrote textbooks that stressed the reading
of Latin for practical as well as religious purposes, not as an exercise in the literary
appreciation of the ancients. He wrote dialogues in question and answer form that
pupils could memorize as conversation pieces. He did not launch a revival of learning
in the humanistic sense. Instead he launched an organized program of fundamental
educational development upon which Western Christendom could build a sound
superstructure of Latin scholarship in the coming centuries*
As the revival of education in England had been an international mix, the
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